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Allen, Pam, NMENV
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV
Friday, February 03, 2012 10:20 AM
Allen, Pam, NMENV
Kliphuis, Trais, NMENV
FW : WIPP Site -- the information you requested
barrows .1982.pdf; phillips.1997a.pdf; phillips.1997b.pdf; phillips.and .snow.1997.pdf

Pam,
Please include this emai l along with att achments in the WIP P file .
Thank you.

RM
From: Richard Hayes Phillips [mailto:richardhayesphillips@yahoo.com]
nuarv. 111 20! 1 :47 M
To: Kliphuis, Trais, NMENV; Maestas, Ricardo, NMENV; Holmes, Steve, NMENV
Cc: richa rdhayesphillips@yahoo.com; contactus@cardnm.org
Subject: WIPP Site -- the information you requested

Sent: Wednesda "

Trais Kliphuis
Ricardo Maestas
Steve Holmes
New Mexico Environment Department
Dear Gentlemen,
I write in response to your request for certain of my works, the request having been forwarded through Janet
Greenwald. I deeply appreciate your interest.
Attached are four karst reports that predate the 1999 NMED RCRA hearings:
(1) Barrows, Larry, "WIPP Geohydrology-- The Implications ofKarst," 1982.
(2) Phillips, Richard H., "Cavernous Zones at the WIPP Site," 1997.
(3) Phillips, Richard H., "Rainwater Recharge at the WIPP Site," 1997.
(4) Phillips, Richard H., and Snow, David T., "Potential Flow Paths from the WIPP Site to the Accessible
Environment," 1997.
The specific information you asked for is most easily accessed online:
The most efficacious locations for groundwater monitoring wells are identified in my "Direct Testimony,"
presented at the NMED RCRA hearings in Santa Fe in March 1999. I do not have this in electronic format. It
is available on the CARD website.
Click: http://www .cardnm.org/techsecfrm a.html
Click: Direct Testimony
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The locations of existing test wells
hich the Culebra and Magenta shoul
monitored are identified on
page 6 of 6, under the heading "Groundwater Monitoring." The reasons are explained in previous pages. In
addition, and as importantly, WIPP-33 and WIPP-14 should, at long last, be converted to test wells, in order to
be certain of directly intercepting karstic groundwater flow paths in the immediate vicinity of the WIPP site.
Evidence of water levels rising in response to rainfall is posted on my own website.
Click: http://www.witnesstoacrime.com/proof.htm
The Table of Contents is self-explanatory. The report has a text and six appendices. The Interactive Maps
(there are thirty ofthem) are best conveyed online. Photographs of backhoe trenches from my dissertation field
work are under the heading "Karst at the WIPP Site." Photographs of surface karst, including caves large
enough to enter, all within three miles of the WIPP site, are under the heading "Karst in Nash Draw."
Please do not hesitate to ask questions.
Sincerely yours,
Richard Hayes Phillips, Ph.D.
4 Fisher Street
Canton, New York 13 61 7
(315) 379-0820
richardhayesphillips@yahoo. com
http://www .northnet.org/minstrel
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RAINWATER RECHARGE AT THE WIPP SITE
by Richard Hayes Phillips, Ph.D.
The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico, is intended for the
permanent disposal of radioactive waste from nuclear weapons production. The WIPP site
was selected in 1974. It is now 1997, and the Department of Energy (DOE) still does not
know where the groundwater aquifers are recharged. This, at a minimum, must be
understood, or DOE's site characterization has no credibility (EEG-32, 1985; Anderson,
1994; Konikow, 1995; EEG-61, 1996; SEIS, 1996, Appendix H).
DOE's failure to grasp the fundamentals of WIPP site hydrology stems not from a lack of
evidence, but from an unwillingness to face the truth: (1) the WIPP site is in karst;
(2) the Dewey Lake Redbeds and the Rustler Formation are recharged by rainwater, and
(3) groundwater flow at WIPP is three-dimensional.
The controversy over karst at the WIPP site dates to a paper by Larry Barrows entitled:
"WIPP Geohydrology-- The Implications of Karst" (Barrows, 1982; reprinted in EEG-32,
1985, Appendix A) . Barrows cites as evidence of karst geomorphology: (1) ample
precipitation; (2) lack of surface runoff; (3) disappearing arroyos; (4) sink holes; and
(5) underground caverns.
The WIPP site is located in one of the largest karstlands in the world. The Pecos River
valley is famous for Santa Rosa Sinks, Bottomless Lakes, and Carlsbad Caverns. Within one
mile of the northwest corner of the WIPP site is Nash Draw, a huge depression in the land
surface, up to 18 miles long and 10 miles wide. Nash Draw was formed by the coalescence
of thousands of sink holes caused by the abrupt collapse or gradual subsidence of overlying
rocks into underground caverns beneath them.
Nash Draw is bounded on the east by Livingston Ridge, which is actually a rim, a 100-foot
escarpment capped by Mescalero caliche. Livingston Ridge is not a geomorphic divide;
it does not represent the eastern edge of karst conditions. It is the eastern extent of
widespread collapse of surficial rocks into the voids caused by dissolution of evaporite
rocks in the subsurface. Karst exists east of Livingston Ridge, but the karst landforms are
not as widespread or as well developed as in Nash Draw.
The WIPP site has almost no surface runoff. This is not due to inadequate precipitation.
Rainfall averages 14 inches per year, and 20 inches per year is not uncommon. Rather, the
WIPP site is covered with windblown sand in the form of deflation basins and partially
stabilized dunes. These sands are transmissive enough to allow infiltration of even the
largest storms. "Instead of running off, the precipitation collects in small topographic
depressions and rapidly soaks into the ground. The absence of surface runoff is
characteristic of a karstland." (Barrows, 1982)
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Most of the depressions are windblown. But some of the larger ones are sink holes,
exemplified by WIPP-33 and WIPP-14,located 1.1 mile and 3.4 miles east of Nash Draw,
respectively. WIPP-33 is a collapse sink with a disappearing arroyo, underlain by five
caverns: one in Dewey Lake siltstone, two in Forty-Niner gypsum, and two in Magenta
dolomite. WIPP-14 is a solution-subsidence doline which has held water in the geologic
past; now the Culebra dolomite is underlain by 70 feet of mud with gypsum and anhydrite
fragments, here interpreted as cave sediments. The cavernous zones at WIPP-33 and
WIPP-14 are direct evidence of karst. These zones can be correlated stratigraphically with
washouts and loss of core in seventeen other WIPP boreholes and in the WIPP ventilation
shaft. The question is not whether karst exists at the WIPP site, but whether karst
hydrology is active today.
The Rustler Formation is the most transmissive aquifer and the principal karst horizon at
the WIPP site. If karst hydrology is active today, then the Rustler must be recharged by
rainwater. A likely process, according to Barrows (1982), is downward infiltration of fresh
water through feeders in the overlying Dewey Lake Redbeds to karst channels in the
Rustler Formation. Conversely, if karst hydrology is not active today, then the Rustler
Formation must not be recharged by rainwater. This would require a continuous
impermeable layer, acting as a barrier to rainwater infiltration, somewhere in the
stratigraphic column above the Rustler Formation. Bachman (1985) argued that Mescalero
caliche forms such a barrier, preventing infiltration and recharge of the Dewey Lake
Redbeds and the Rustler Formation.
Caliche is a layer of calcium carbonate that forms in desert soils at the depth of soil water
penetration. Where soil cover is thin, the caliche horizon may become plugged and
indurated, forming a "hardpan" resistant to erosion and impervious to rainwater. But
where soil cover is thick, infiltrating soil water may migrate along the caliche surface until it
finds a fracture that allows downward drainage, or a hole where a plant root has penetrated
the caliche; or it may collect in a small depression in the caliche surface and begin to
dissolve a new hole in the caliche. In the southwestern part of the WIPP site (SW /4 sec 30,
T 22 S, R 31 E), where Mescalero caliche is in direct contact with the Dewey Lake Redbeds,
trench exposures revealed fifteen solution pipes, 1 to 14 feet in diameter, right through the
caliche. Here the Dewey Lake Redbeds are recharged directly by rainwater. These trenches
were located in a karst valley, a broad swale one mile long, ten feet deep, trending eastwest, and narrowing from 900 feet in the east to 200 feet in the west, where thick groves of
mesquite bushes are impenetrable. Other smaller topographic depressions, visible in the
WIPP site air photos, shown on USGS topographic maps, lead directly to the deepest fluvial
incisions in Livingston Ridge. The air photos reveal ephemeral or near-surface drainage
courses expressed at the land surface as vegetation in dendritic patterns.
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The Gatuna Formation, consisting of light reddish-brown, poorly consolidated sandstone, is
alluvial fill material deposited in ancient sinks and topographic lows by westward-flowing
streams. It was exposed in trenches on the slopes of WIPP-33, below the caliche
escarpment. The Gatuna sandstone is commonly fractured, jointed, and broken into blocks.
As soil water dissolves the carbonate cement, these openings become enlarged by solution,
forming solution pans or tinajitas, and solution grooves or slots. The Gatuna is not a barrier
to rainwater infiltration.
The Santa Rosa Formation consists of pale orange, coarse-grained sandstone, cemented by
dolomite, interbedded with conglomerate lenses containing dolomite, chert, and quartz
pebbles. The Santa Rosa has been eroded from the western part of the WIPP site; to the
east, where it remains, it protects the underlying Dewey Lake Redbeds from erosion. At
WIPP-14, the Santa Rosa was exposed in trenches beneath a leached and degraded caliche
profile. The Santa Rosa exhibited carbonate-filled fractures, direct evidence of rainwater
infiltration. The Santa Rosa retards, but does not prevent, rainwater recharge to the
underlying Dewey Lake Redbeds.
Water has been encountered in the Dewey Lake Redbeds in eleven test wells inside or
within one mile of the WIPP site. All are listed in Table 1. According to the neutron log
for H-3b4, a down-hole camera recorded "water streaming from fracture." The water level
was 466.85 feet below the surface. Water was also observed in the Dewey Lake Redbeds in
the air intake shaft near the center of the WIPP site (EEG-61, 1996, p. 2-6), at WIPP-33
(SAND 80-2011, p. 11), and in three private wells within 2.5 miles of the WIPP site (Ranch,
Barn, and Unger). All are shown in Figure 1.
Table 1 reveals a strong correlation between encounters of water in the Dewey Lake
Redbeds and absence of the overlying Santa Rosa sandstone. At least nine of the thirteen
test wells where the Santa Rosa is not present produced water in the Dewey Lake Redbeds.
It is not certain that the other four (H-6, P-14, WQSP-5, and Cabin Baby) did not produce
water in the Dewey Lake Redbeds, because the actual neutron logs for these test wells are
unavailable. However, the "abridged drill-hole histories" for P-13 (located 224 feet from the
H-6 hydropad) and P-14 do not report water in the Dewey Lake Redbeds. Only two of the
twenty test wells where the Santa Rosa is present produced water in the Dewey Lake
Redbeds. At these test wells (H-11 and H-16) the Santa Rosa is only 54 feet and 15 feet
thick, respectively. This is further evidence that the Santa Rosa retards, but does not
prevent, rainwater recharge to the underlying Dewey Lake Redbeds.
Figure 2 graphically displays the relationship between the western edge of the Santa Rosa
sandstone and the locations of wells that produce water in the Dewey Lake Redbeds.
Simply stated, the recharge area for the Dewey Lake Redbeds is everywhere that the Santa
Rosa is not present.
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TABLE 1: THICKNESS OF SANTA ROSA SANDSTOEN,
MEASURED IN FEET, CORRELATED WITH ENCOUNTERS
OF WATER IN DEWEY LAKE REDBEDS, AT WIPP TEST WELLS
test
well

Santa
Rosa

water in
Dewey Lake

H-1
H-2
H-3
H-4
H-5
H-6
H-11
H-14
H-15
H-16
H-17
H-18
P-14
P-15
P-17
P-18
WIPP-12
WIPP-13
WIPP-18
WIPP-19
WIPP-21
WIPP-22
DOE-1
DOE-2
ERDA-9
Cabin Baby
WQSP-1
WQSP-2
WQSP-3
WQSP-4
WQSP-5
WQSP-6
WQSP-6a

N .P.
N .P.
N .P.
N.P.
217
N.P.
54
N.P.
126
15
34
12
N.P.
N.P.
N.P.
78
138
53
129
82
34
68
87
120
9
N .P.

*
*
*
*

N .P.
N .P.
N.P.

?

*
*
*

?

*
*

?

?

*
*

Note: WQSP-6 and WQSP-6a are shown as one well in Figures 5 and 6.
Sources: DOE/CAO 1996-2184, pp. 2-131, USDW-25; SAND 88-0157, p . 81;
SAND 80-2011, pp. 8, 11, 15, C-3; and EEG-61, p . 2-6.
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CAVERNOUS ZONES AT THE WIPP SITE
by Richard Hayes Phillips, Ph.D .
The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico, is intended for the
permanent disposal of radioactive waste from nuclear weapons production. The project is
the brainchild of the United States Department of Energy (DOE). The waste is to be
buried in steel drums and plywood boxes in direct contact with salt beds of the Salado
Formation. The project lacks engineered barriers; it is the rocks themselves-- the Salado
Formation and the aquifers of the overlying Rustler Formation and Dewey Lake Redbeds
[shown in cross-section in Figure 1] --which are intended to be the effective barriers to
radionuclide migration.
The Culebra dolomite member of the Rustler Formation has long been recognized as the
most likely pathway for contaminated water to travel from the WIPP site to the accessible
environment. The Culebra dolomite is not a porous, homogeneous medium; groundwater
does not move uniformly and predictably through interconnected pore spaces in the rocks.
The Culebra, in most places, is highly fractured, and the effective groundwater flow paths
are through the largest fractures, the paths of least resistance.
Dolomite is a soluble rock; it slowly dissolves when exposed to fresh water. As fractures
become enlarged by solution, they become even more effective groundwater flow paths.
Over time, more and more groundwater flows through fewer and fewer solution-enlarged
fractures. Ultimately, these solution conduits become underground caverns, capable of
carrying groundwater quite rapidly with little resistance. This type of groundwater
hydrology is known by geologists, world-wide, as karst.
The problem with karst as a waste disposal environment is that some radionuclides may
travel unretarded, at the speed of water. The larger the aperture, or diameter, of the
solution conduits, the less contact the radionuclides will have with the surrounding rock,
and the less the amount of radionuclide retardation. The ability of the Rustler Formation to
retard significantly the migration of radionuclides depends upon the absence of karst
conditions, of channelized flow, at the WIPP site.
Recent pumping tests at hydrologic test wells in Culebra dolomite at the WIPP site
(Beauheim, 1986; Beauheim, 1989) have resulted in unexpectedly short response times
between certain test wells. For example, when water was pumped from test well DOE-2,
there was a drop in water level within two hours at test well WIPP-13, which is 4835 feet
from DOE-2. Test well H-6, which is 10,150 feet from DOE-2, responded within one day.
Other test wells, no farther away (e.g. WIPP-12, WIPP-18 and H-5), showed no response at
all. This indicates that DOE-2, WIPP-13 and H-6, in the northern part of the WIPP site,
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are hydraulically connected by channelized flow in the Culebra dolomite. Similar results
indicate a hydraulic connection between test wells H-3, DOE-1 and H-11 in the southeastern
part of the WIPP site, with measurable response at test wells H-15, H-17, P-17 and Cabin
Baby, and little or no response at test wells H-4, H-12, H -14, P-15 and P-18 [Figure 2]. These
hydraulic connections are not necessarily fracture networks, as interpreted by Beauheim
(1986, 1989); the response was so rapid that they could be karst channels.
Hydraulic conductivity is the velocity at which water moves through an aquifer.
Transmissivity is the rate at which water is transmitted by the aquifer; it is equal to the
hydraulic conductivity times the thickness of the aquifer. The highest measured values for
transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity in the Culebra dolomite aquifer at WIPP test
wells are given in Table 1.
It has long been recognized that, in the Culebra dolomite, transmissivity varies by five

orders of magnitude in the vicinity of the WIPP site, from 0.002 ft 2 /day at test well P-18,
located 4547.3 feet east of the WIPP site, to 233.0 ft 2 / day at test well P-14, located 4664.2 feet
west of the WIPP site (Haug et al., 1987). It is often represented that transmissivity in the
Culebra dolomite increases steadily from east to west, but this is not the case. When
measurements of transmissivity are plotted on a map [Figure 3], contour lines cannot be
drawn, not even on a logarithmic scale. Rather, it becomes apparent that, among test wells
inside or within one mile of the WIPP site, seven show anomalously high transmissivity in
the Culebra dolomite, one to three orders of magnitude higher than in any others. These
wells include, besides P-14, the very six test wells shown by pumping tests to be
hydraulically connected (DOE-2, WIPP-13, H-6; H-3, DOE-1 and H-11).
Anomalously high transmissivity in some boreholes is exactly what one would expect in a
karstland. A borehole which misses one of the active solution conduits should show values
which are much less than the average. This applies to almost all boreholes in a karstland
because the area of active solution conduits is only a small part of the total area. It is
possible, indeed likely, that none of the measured transmissivities within one mile of the
WIPP site are representative of karst conditions in the Culebra dolomite, because none of
these test wells were reported to have encountered cavernous zones in the Culebra.
However, cavernous zones were encountered at WIPP-33, a borehole located 2753.4 feet
west of the WIPP site. There were five caverns in all: four in the Rustler Formation (two in
Magenta dolomite, two in Forty-Niner gypsum), and one in the Dewey Lake Redbeds. The
caverns were inferred by: (1) a precipitous drop of the drilling equipment (zero minutes
per vertical foot); (2) a loss of circulation of drilling fluid; and (3) no core recovery. A
camera was then lowered into the borehole, which confirmed the presence of underground
caverns. If cavernous zones are present in other WIPP boreholes, the same three criteria
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TABLE 1: HIGHEST MEASURED TRANSMISSIVITY (ft2/ day)
AND HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (ft/ day)
IN CULEBRA DOLOMITE AT WIPP TEST WELLS
test
well

transmissivity

hydraulic
conductivity

Source of data

* H-1
*H-2
*H-3
*H-4
*H-5
*H-6
H-7
H-8
H-9
H-10
*H-11
H-12
*H-14
*H-15
* H-16
H-17
* H-18
* P-14
* P-15
* P-17
* P-18
* WIPP-12
* WIPP-13
* WIPP-18
* WIPP-19
* WIPP-21
* WIPP-22
WIPP-25
WIPP-26
WIPP-27
WIPP-28
WIPP-29
WIPP-30
AEC-7
* DOE-1
* DOE-2
*ERDA-9
D-268
*Cabin Baby
Engle
USGS-1

0.87
0.70
19.0
1.1
0.2
74.0
1430.0
16.0
231.0
0.07
43.0
0.18
0.31
0.13
0.80
0.22
2.0
233.0
0.09
1.7
0.002
0.10
69.0
0.3
0.6
0.25
0.37
270.00
1250.00
650.00
18.0
1000.00
0.3
0.26
33.0
89.0
0.47
1.9
0.28
43.0
515.0

.038
.032
0.86
.046
.009
3.2
1.0
0.59
7.7
.002
1.7
.007
.013
.005
.037
.009
0.08
0.6
.004
.074
.00007
.004
3.1
.014
.026
.010
.017
11.0
54.3
25.0
0.69
33.3
.013
.010
1.5
4.0
.020

La Venue et al. (1989)
Beauheim (1989)
Mercer (1983)
Haug et al. (1987)
Mercer (1983)
La Venue et al. (1988)
La Venue et al. (1989)
Mercer (1983)
Mercer (1983)
Mercer (1983)
Beauheim (1987)
La Venue et al. (1989)
La Venue et al. (1988)
Beauheim (1987)
Beauheim (1987)
Beauheim (1987)
Beauheim (1987)
Haug et al. (1987)
La Venue et al. (1988)
Haug et al. (1987)
Haug et al. (1987)
Beauheim (1987)
La Venue et al. (1988)
La Venue et al. (1988)
La Venue et al. (1988)
La Venue et al. (1988)
La Venue et al. (1988)
Mercer (1983)
Mercer (1983)
Mercer (1983)
Mercer (1983)
Mercer (1983)
Mercer (1983)
La Venue et al. (1989)
Haug et al. (1987)
La Venue et al. (1988)
La Venue et al. (1988)
La Venue et al. (1989)
La Venue et al. (1988)
La Venue et al. (1988)
La Venue et al. (1988)

* Test wells located at or within one mile of the WIPP site.
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should apply. Unfortunately, an examination of the geophysical logs and lithologic
descriptions for other WIPP boreholes reveals that the first two criteria --drilling time and
lost circulation-- are rarely noted. Nor can cavernous zones in the Culebra and Magenta
dolomite members of the Rustler Formation be detected by a lack of core recovery alone,
because the Culebra and Magenta are typically fractured, which makes core recovery
difficult. However, a correlation of geophysical logs and lithologic descriptions does
reveal a consistent lack of core recovery at two other stratigraphic horizons in the
Rustler Formation:
(1) A zone of solution residue characterized by soft reddish-brown siltstone or mudstone
with gypsum-filled voids and clasts of brecciated gypsum and anhydrite. This zone grades
downward into a greenish claystone separated from the Magenta dolomite by 13.9 to 18.7
feet of anhydrite or gypsum. In the WIPP ventilation shaft this zone is 6.7 feet thick; it
washed out 2.5 feet deep into the shaft wall; water seeps into the shaft at this level; and a
ten-foot steel liner plate was installed to prevent further caving of the shaft wall.
(2) A zone of solution residue consisting of claystone or mudstone, gray to dark reddishbrown, with brecciated anhydrite clasts, gypsum crystals, and gypsum-filled fractures;
poorly consolidated, and readily crumbled. The claystone grades upward into a layer of
soft shale, black to dark gray, immediately beneath the Culebra dolomite. In the WIPP
ventilation shaft this zone is 7.1 feet thick; it washed out into the shaft wall; water seeps in
to the shaft at this level; and a ten-foot steel liner plate was installed to prevent further
caving of the shaft wall.
Note that the first zone is in the Forty-Niner member of the Rustler Formation; the second
zone is in the lower unnamed member of the Rustler Formation; and both zones produce
water, at least in the WIPP ventilation shaft. This is direct evidence that no member of the
Rustler Formation is impermeable, that the Magenta dolomite and Culebra dolomite are not
confined aquifers. This substantiates the findings of Ferrall and Gibbons (1980), who
examined available cores of the Rustler Formation and observed high-angle to near-vertical
fractures in each member.
If these zones appeared only in the WIPP ventilation shaft, or elsewhere but rarely, it
might be reasonable to regard them as "washed out zones" attributable to drilling fluid.
However, both of these zones can be correlated across the WIPP site, with a consistent
lack of core recovery. Both zones are poorly consolidated, probably transmissive, and
possibly cavernous.

In the zone above the Magenta dolomite there was loss of core, washout, and/ or loss of
circulation at H-7, H-11b3, H-3b3, H-1, WIPP-19, WIPP-12, DOE-2, WIPP-34, H-16, H-18
and WIPP-33. In the zone below the Culebra dolomite there was loss of core or cuttings at
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H-11b3, H-3b3, P-1, H-14, H-15, H-18, P-12, WIPP-13, WIPP-11, DOE-2, WIPP-34, and
WIPP-14. Detailed summaries of these cavernous encounters, compiled almost entirely
from geophysical logs and lithologic descriptions, with occasional reliance on Chaturvedi
and Channell (EEG-32, 1985), are given in Table 2 and Table 3. The boreholes are mapped
in Figure 4.
Dissolution residue was reported in the Forty-Niner member, within 15 to 18 feet of the
Magenta, but with no loss of core, at ERDA-9, WIPP-18, WIPP-19, WIPP-21, WIPP-22,
and WIPP-13. Dissolution residue was reported in the lower unnamed member, within
2 to 4 feet of the Culebra, but with no loss of core, at ERDA-9, WIPP-18, WIPP-21,
WIPP-22, H-6, and WIPP-33.
All the boreholes listed above are located at the WIPP site or within one mile of the WIPP
site. In addition, at borehole H-7c, located 2.9 miles southwest of the WIPP site in Nash
Draw, there was loss of core at 273.5 to 280.0 feet below the land surface, immediately
below the Culebra dolomite. At borehole WIPP-25, located 2.5 miles west of the WIPP site
in Nash Draw, there was lost circulation of drilling fluid at 522 to 526 feet below the land
surface, within a 20.6-foot section of mud in the lower unnamed member of the Rustler
Formation.
There is another dissolution residue zone in the Tamarisk member of the Rustler Formation.
Four boreholes clustered near the center of the WIPP site have encountered washouts or
loss of core in Tamarisk anhydrite: at H-1 (650.0-653.5 feet below land surface, 22.5 feet
above the Culebra); at H-2a (593.0-606.0 feet below land surface, 17.0 feet above the
Culebra); at H-3b3 (645.5-652.5 feet below land surface, 19.5 feet above the Culebra); and at
ERDA-9 (690.0-698.0 feet below land surface, 6.0 feet above the Culebra). At the same
horizon in the Tamarisk member, dissolution residue was encountered in the WIPP
ventilation shaft and along two paths leading away from ERDA-9: northward at WIPP-21,
WIPP-22, WIPP-19 and WIPP-18, and northwestward at H-18, WIPP-13 and H-6.
Caverns are known to occur in the Dewey Lake Redbeds as well. The lithologic log for
borehole H-7c reports "boulders caving in" at 59 feet below the land surface. Lost
circulation of drilling fluid in the Dewey Lake Redbeds has been reported at H-7c (24
feet above the Rustler), at WIPP-33 (37 feet above the Rustler), at WIPP-25 (124 to 154
feet above the Rustler), at P-1 (180 feet above the Rustler), and at DOE-2 (400 feet above
the Rustler). This correlation of cavernous zones raises two questions: (1) are karst
conditions expressed at the land surface; and (2) if so, is WIPP hydrologic data
representative of karst conditions?
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TABLE 2: CORRELATED EVIDENCE OF CAVERNOUS ZONE,
FORTY-NINER MEMBER, RUSTLER FORMATION
H-17:
"no recovery," 7.2 ft, claystone,
542.9-550.1 ft below surface,
13.9 ft above Magenta

WIPP-34:
"no core," 2.7 ft, mudstone, 691.0-693.7 ft
below surface, 22.1 ft above Magenta
H-16:
"no recovery," 2.5 ft, clay, 566.8-569.3 ft
below surface, 20.9 ft above Magenta

H-llb3:
"no recovery," 6.2 ft, claystone,
595.7-601.9 ft below surface,
21 .0 ft above Magenta

H-18:
"no recovery," 7.1 ft, clay, 542.2-549.3 ft
below surface, 21.9 ft above Magenta

H-3b3:
"washed out zone," 2.5 ft, mudstone,
on caliper log, 536.5-539.0 ft below surface,
20.0 ft above Magenta

WIPP-33:
"cavity; determined by drop of drill string
during drilling and through interpretation
of caliper log," 9.5 ft, gypsum, 416.5-426.0 ft
below surface, 23.0 ft above Magenta

H-1:
"washed out zone," 8.5 ft, mudstone,
on caliper log, 538.5-547.0 ft below surface,
16.0 ft above Magenta; loss of circulation of
drilling fluid

"cavity; no core (drill string dropped),
possible cavernous formation," 6.0 ft,
gypsum, 430.0-436.0 ft below surface,
13.0 ft above Magenta

VENTILATION SHAFT:
"deep washout," 6.7 ft, mudstone,
first liner plate, 569.2-575.9 ft below surface,
20.2 ft above Magenta

ALSO AT WIPP-33:

WIPP-19:
"no core," 2.1 ft, mudstone, 620.2-622.3 ft
below surface, 25.5 ft above Magenta

cavity, 7.0 ft, siltstone, in Dewey Lake
Redbeds, (no core, 0.0 min/ ft drilling time,
lost circulation), 357.0-364.0 ft below surface

WIPP-12:
"no core," 6.0 ft, clay, 678.7-684.7 ft
below surface, 19.2 ft above Magenta

"cavity; no core (cavernous)," 2.0 ft,
in Magenta dolomite, no circulation for
24 hours, 0.0 min/ ft drilling time,
452.0-454.0 ft below surface

DOE-2:
"no core," 2.5 ft of 10.2 ft interval,
mudstone/ siltstone, 669.8-680.0 ft below
surface, 18.6 ft above Magenta

"cavity (drill string dropped)" 5.0 ft,
in Magenta dolomite, no core,
no circulation for 24 hour period,
462.0-467.0 ft below surface
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TABLE 3: CORRELATED EVIDENCE OF CAVERNOUS ZONE,
LOWER UNNAMED MEMBER, RUSTLER FORMATION
H-17:
"some rock washed away," core recovered,
0.8 ft, claystone, 733.2-734.0 ft below
surface, 1.8 ft below Culebra

H-18:
"no recovery," 3.6 ft, clay and
claystone, 713.8-717.4 ft below surface,
1.9 ft below Culebra

H-llb3:
"no recovery (estimated zone of core loss),"
2.6 ft, clay, 765.9-768.3 ft below surface,
0.4 ft below Culebra

P-12:
"no sample," 5.0 ft, siltstone, 660.0-665.0 ft
below surface, 4.0 ft below Culebra
WIPP-13:
"no core," 2.0 ft, mudstone, 727.0-729.0 ft
below surface, 0.1 ft below Culebra

H-3b3:
"only 20 % of the core was recovered,"
5.5 ft, black shale and siltstone, appears on
caliper log, 691.5-697.0 ft below surface,
directly below Culebra

WIPP-11:
"no core," 4.5 ft, mudstone, 888.0-892.5 ft
below surface, 8.0 feet below Culebra

P-1:
"friable" (brittle, readily crumbled), 10.0 ft,
mudstone, 580.0-590.0 ft below surface,
1.0 ft below Culebra

DOE-2:
"no core," 1.4 ft, mudstone, 847.6-849.0 ft
below surface, 1.6 ft below Culebra
WIPP-34:
"no core," 3.5 ft, mudstone, 860.8-864.3 ft
below surface, directly below Culebra

H-14:
"no recovery," 4.6 ft, claystone (?),
569.4-574.0 ft below surface,
directly below Culebra

WIPP-14:
"no core," 81.4 ft, mud with gypsum and
anhydrite fragments (upper 71.4 ft), mud
and siltstone (lower 10.0 ft), 836.2-917.6 ft
below surface, directly below Culebra

H-15:
"no recovery," 9.2 ft, mudstone,
890.8-900.0 ft below surface,
5.1 ft below Culebra

ALSO AT WIPP-14:
"no core," 159.9 ft: siltstone and mudstone
(10.7 ft) and gypsum (19.5 ft), lower 30.2 ft
of Forty-Niner Member; entire 23.5 ft of
Magenta dolomite; entire 87.2 ft of Tamarisk
member, siltstone, sandstone, anhydrite,
clay, gypsum; entire 19.0 ft of Culebra
dolomite; 676.3-836.2 ft below surface

VENTILATION SHAFT:
"washed out zone," 7.1 ft, mudstone/
claystone, third liner plate, 727.2-734.3 ft
below surface, 0.3 ft below Culebra
H-16:
"washed out core," 4.0 ft, claystone,
725.1-729.1 ft below surface,
0.7 ft below Culebra
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FIGURE 4: WASHOUTS AND LOSS OF CORE IN RUSTLER

Every karstland has sinkholes in the land surface. Two types of sinkholes are recognized:
(1) collapse sinks, formed when surface rocks collapse abruptly into underground caverns;
and (2) alluvial dolines, or solution-subsidence dolines, formed when surface rocks subside
slowly due to solution of underlying rocks; these are flooded after major rainstorms and
become filled with alluvial sediments. Collapse sinks are more common where soluble rocks
are exposed at the land surface; alluvial dolines are more common where soluble rocks are
overlain by sandstones, as at the WIPP site.
West of the WIPP site is Nash Draw, one of the largest karst features with surface
expression in the world. Nash Draw is a huge depression, 18 miles long and 10 miles
wide, formed by the coalescence of thousands of sink holes. The H-7 test wells were
drilled into one of the sinks in Nash Draw; it is located near the western end of an
obvious karst valley, walled on both sides by high dunes, and plainly visible in the WIPP
site air photos. There are ephemeral water courses draining into the valley from the
sides, but upon entering the valley these watercourses disappear underground. At
borehole H-7c a cavern was encountered in the Dewey Lake Redbeds, with lost
circulation of drilling fluid and "boulders caving in." The Culebra dolomite was broken
into six sections totaling 24.3 feet, separated by five cavities totaling 21.7 feet; this was
underlain by 6.2 feet of mud, beneath which there was no core for 80.8 feet.
Transmissivity in the Culebra dolomite was 1430 ft2 / day, the highest measurement at
any of the forty-one WIPP test wells.
The most obvious sinkhole in the WIPP site vicinity is WIPP-33, located in sec 13, T 22 S,
R 30 E. It is a closed topographic depression about 700 feet in diameter and 30 feet deep.
It is prominent on the WIPP site air photos, and is shown on the USGS topographic maps.
One of the few small arroyos in the WIPP site vicinity drains into this depression. It is
floored with matted leaves, organic matter, and desiccated clay, indicating occasional
flooding of the depression. Evidence of surface collapse can be seen in the caliche
escarpment at its southeastern rim. Evidence of subsurface collapse was seen in backhoe
trenches, where caliche breaks off abruptly, with near-vertical drops of four feet to the
sandstone bedrock surface. Joint-controlled solution features were found in carbonatecemented sandstone beneath the caliche. In the WIPP site gravity survey, a negative
gravity anomaly of high amplitude was measured, originating no deeper than the Magenta
dolomite. Borehole WIPP-33, drilled into this depression, encountered 44 feet of alluvial
fill, and five underground caverns filled with water-- one in Dewey Lake siltstone, two in
Forty-Niner gypsum, two in Magenta dolomite. In the Rustler Formation, all anhydrite has
been converted to gypsum, and all halite has been dissolved and removed; salt dissolution
has also affected the top of the Salado Formation.
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Three other sinkholes form a chain trending west-southwestward, directly toward
WIPP-33, implying an underground flow path beneath them. All are visible in the WIPP
site air photos, and all are underlain by structural depressions in the caliche surface. The
westernmost sinkhole is 400 feet long, 200 feet wide, 2 to 4 feet deep, is floored by organic
debris and desiccated clay, is saturated after rainstorms, contains at least 24 feet of alluvial
fill, and swallows some of the water from the WIPP-33 arroyo. The second sinkhole is 300
feet long, 200 feet wide, 8 to 10 feet deep, and is not as well developed, being floored by
sand with a weak clay pan and only partly filled with alluvial sediments, although nonincised water courses are present on its slopes. The easternmost sinkhole is 300 feet long,
150 feet wide, 2 feet deep, is floored by organic debris and desiccated clay, is saturated after
rainstorms, contains up to 20 feet of alluvial fill, and has an arroyo disappearing into it.
This arroyo formed suddenly during the heavy rains of September 18-19, 1985, only to be
swallowed by the sinkhole; this is direct evidence of active karst processes. This same
rainstorm filled the WIPP-33 sinkhole with 5.0 feet of standing water, which infiltrated
within days.
Another sinkhole in the WIPP site vicinity is WIPP-14, located in sees 9 and 16, T 22 S,
R 31 E. It is 600 to 700 feet in diameter, 9 feet deep, and is shown on the USGS topographic
maps. Draining into the WIPP-14 depression are at least five ephemeral water courses. It is
floored by windblown sand, organic debris, and desiccated clay. No collapse is evident at
the surface, but such evidence could be obscured by 8 to 15 feet of dune sands that have
accumulated on the crests of the depression. It is underlain by a structural depression in
the caliche surface, 400 to 650 feet in diameter and 6 feet deep. Gleyed sediments were
observed in trench exposures, indicating past ponding, when perched water accumulated
in the depression and caliche became extremely leached and degraded, leaving only
remnants pockmarked with solution features. Carbonate-filled fractures in Santa Rosa
sandstone beneath the caliche are direct evidence of rainwater infiltration. The depression
is underlain by a high-amplitude negative gravity anomaly. Borehole WIPP-14, drilled into
this depression, encountered 15.4 feet of alluvial fill; there was 243.1 feet of lost core,
including 71.4 feet of mud with gypsum and anhydrite fragments directly below the
Culebra; halitic mudstone was found in the lower 3.7 feet of the Rustler Formation; all other
halite has been dissolved and removed.
There are now 27 hydrologic test wells within one mile of the WIPP site. Six of them
(DOE-2, WIPP-13, H-6, H-3, DOE-1, H-11) may be representative of fracture flow in the
Culebra, but none are known to be representative of karst conditions. WIPP-33 is located
one-half mile from the WIPP site, and WIPP-14 is located within 100 feet of the WIPP site.
There is no excuse for not converting these existing boreholes into hydrologic test wells.
The simplest explanation is that the DOE is not interested in karst.
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WIPP Geohydrology - The Implications of Karst
Larry Barrows
5-20-82

Introduction
Karst refers to a particular type of surface morphology and groundwater hydrology that results from the dissolution or corrosion of rock.

The most spec-

tacular and best studied karstlands

but karst also

are in carbonate rocks,

forms in gypsum, anhydrite , and salt.

The WIPP is in one of the largest karstlands of the United States .

Karst mor-

phology has been extensively studied by G. 0. Bachman and others.

The impli-

cations of karst hydrology have not yet been considered.

The problem with karst is that shallow groundwater flow is highly irregular in
both time and space,

through open conduits with a minimum of filtration,

(under the right weather conditions) extremely fast .

and

The Rustler Formation is

both the principal aquifer in the region and the principal karst horizon .

The

Rustler Formation is not a reliable barrier to the migration of contaminated
water.

This report results from a review of literature on karst hydrology, inspection
of

karst

sultant .

features

in

the

field,

and

discussions

with

an

experienced

The conclusions are based on the referenced literature and should

not be judged without a thorough understanding of that material.
background information,
(1980)

con-

the

reader

is

referred to Bachman

0

- 1-

(1980)

For minimum
and Bogli

Evidence of Karst
A literature review places the WIPP site within one of the largest karstlands
of the United States.

Davies and LeGrand (1972)

and LeGrand, Stringfield and

LaMoreaux

summarize

karstlands

(1976)

both

the

important

of

the

U.S.

include the Pecos Valley of southern New Mexico in their discussions.
maps in these articles

(p 470 and p 36, respectively)

lies within an extensive karstland.

and
The

indicate the WIPP site

A similar map is reproduced in Milanovic

(1981, p 15) and in slightly more detail in Davies (1970, p . 77).

Relevant articles on a more local scale include
Gustavson, Hoadley and Simpkins

(1981), Vine

(Morgan

(1963),

(1941), Olive

and Bachman

(1967),

(1974, 1980,

1981) .

Morgan (1941) noted that in the Pecos River drainage basin solution of halite,
gypsum,

and

limestone

has

controlled

the

position

and

efficacy

streams and accomplished much of the actual basin excavation.
that

over

large

areas

the

surface

drainage

systems

have

of

surface

He also notes
been

completely

disrupted by development of subterranean drainage through solution channels.
The WIPP site is indicated by his map (Fig. 1, p 28)

as lying in one of these

areas.

More recently Gustavson,

Hoadley,

and Simpkins

(1981)

identified rapid karst-

ification of land surfaces overlying areas of active salt dissolution.
studies are largely conducted in the Texas

Panhandle,

but simple extrapola-

tions of their regional maps place the WIPP in a karstland.

-2-

Their

Olive

(1967) discussed solution-subsidence troughs in the outcrop area of the
He attributed the troughs to collapse of solution conduits

Castile Formation .
initially

developed

along

east-trending

Although

joints.

this

karstified

formation differs from that at the WIPP, the article demonstrates karst development in gypsum in the same semi-arid climate.

G. 0. Bachman has conducted extensive investigations of the surface geology of
the Los Medanos area to support geologic feasibility studies of the WIPP.
results

of

this

field

work

history are in Bachman

and his

(1980) .

present interpretation of

the

The

Cenozoic

This report describes dissolution and karst

development in the Permian evaporites of the Pecos drainage in the Delaware
Basin

(including the WIPP site).

The affected evaporites include anhydrite,

gypsum, halite, and related minerals, and the karst features include collapse
sinks,

breccia pipes,

domes, mounds,

Here, and in Bachman (1974),

caves,

and intricate solution passages .

it is suggested that the rate of karstification

is dependent on climate with more rapid dissolution and collapse during humid
intervals

and active

fields

of windblown

sand during arid intervals.

The

result is an extensive, partially-buried karst plain.

Nash Draw is the most impressive topographic feature in the vicinity of the
WIPP site .
(1981) .

It is described by Vine

Processes

(1963)

identified in its

and mapped in detail by Bachman

formation

include near

surface disso-

lution and the related in-filling of solution cavities by surficial sediments.
Presently active dissolution of gypsum from the Rustler Formation has resulted
in numerous collapse sinks , caves, and tunnels, in a complex karst topography .
Caves near the Ken Smith Ranch, near WIPP-26, and near the turn-off from NM

-3-

Route

28

to

ERDA-10,

are

Deep- seated dissolution

large

and

enough

to

subsequent

enter

collapse

(J .

of

Mercer,

the

pers.

overlying

conun.).

evaporite

section has not been identified.

Karst springs are usually large,

few in number,

and very irregular in flow.

Surprise Spring at the north end of Laguna Grande de la Sal and the brine
springs at Malaga Bend are probably karst, although Surprise Spring is affected
by waste water from potash refining .

The brine springs at Malaga Bend have

been studied as part of a salinity alleviation project .
at 0. 5 cubic ft/sec,
Hughes and Cox

but

(more pertinent to karst)

(1954, p 26)

The flow is estimated

it is irregular .

noted that short period (hours -

Hale,

few days) water

level changes in wells in the spring aquifer accompanied local rain storms.
Similar conclusions are indicated from the monthly precipitation table
and hydrographs in Havens and Wilkins

(1979).

(p 26)

Particularly notable are the

very abrupt changes in all their wells accompanying 6- 1/2 in . of rain during
August 1966 .

The significance of such rainfall - related short-period well level

oscillations near a karst spring is discussed in Milanovic (1976) .

The evidence for regional karstification is extensive , and there is no reason
to preclude karst conditions

from

the immediate vicinity of

the WIPP site .

The following observations indicate that karst conditions do exist at the site :
- the Rustler Formation isopach
- solution-controlled anisotropic heterogeneous vugular porosity
- closed topographic depressions
- the WIPP 33 cavities
- the gravity field
- lack of surface runoff
- the water balance
-4-

An

isopach

of

the

Rustler

Formation

is

given

in

Powers

and

others

(1978,

Figure 4.3-8) and more recently in the USGS contribution to Barrows and others
(in preparation) .

These maps show the isopach thinning from 450 feet in the

southeast corner of WIPP site Zone IV to 275-300 feet in the northwest corner.
There is a strong correlation between the isopach thinning and downward progression of surface defined by borehole encounters of the uppermost halite, the
uppermost
attributed

anhydrite,
to

the

and

the

downward

lowermost

and

formation by Powers and others
others

(in preparation) .

gypsum.

These

eastward progression
(1978,

p.

4-41)

relations

of

have

dissolution

been

in

the

and by Snyder in Barrows and

The Rustler Formation thinning is an example of a

complex interstratal blanket karst involving halite, anhydrite-gypsum, and, to
a lesser extent, dolomite .

The interpretation that dissolution progresses downward and eastward is inconsis tent with
flow were

confined southwesterly flow in

confined,

then dissolution

the Rustler Formation.

should proceed from

where fresh water first enters the formation.

the

If

recharge

the
area

This is demonstrated by a lab-

oratory model of halite karst development described by Bogli (1980, p 210).

A

more likely process involves easterly progressing karst development with downward infiltration of fresh water through feeders in the overlying Dewey Lake
Formation to karst channels in the Rustler Formation.

The borehole measured hydraulic characteristics reported by Gonzalez (1982) are
consistent with an interstratal phreatic karst .

The measured transmissivities

vary over

site

five

orders

of magnitude within

up to 1250 ft 2 I day in Nash Draw.

the

(0 . 001-100

ft 2 /day)

and

Transmissivity and the isopach thinning of

the Rustler Formation generally increase from east to west.
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Where measured,

the transmissivities are anisotropic with reported ratios of 2 . 1:1 and 2.7:1.
The potentiometric gradient is well below the ground surface , of low average
gradient,

and irregular.

The core descriptions of the aquifer

(Schreiber,

1982) indicate primarily vugular porosity.

There are a large number of closed topographic depressions at the WIPP site.
These are best seen with stereoscopic viewing of the site aerial photographics
or

by

inspection

(Bechtel, 1981).

of

the

site

maps

(2

The largest of the depressions are:

at WIPP 14; and at WIPP 33.
Powers and others

topographic

ft.

contour

interval)

in sec . 9, R31E, T22S;

The one in section 9 is briefly discussed in

(p 4-7, Fig. 4-2-1b) and by Griswold (1977, p 13, Fig. 34) .

The depression at WIPP 33 is discussed in the WIPP 33 Basic Data Report {SNLA
and USGS, 1981).

The smaller depressions may be windblown.
not reasonably attributed to the wind.

However, the larger depressions are
They are generally round instead of

elongate in the prevailing wind direction,

symmetric instead of having wind-

blown and leeward sides, and have hummocky sandy bottoms instead of a pebblestrewn

wind

scour.

They

are

also

partially

coincident

with

the

negative

gravity anomalies and one (WIPP 33) was found to be underlain by cavities .

The larger of the depressions are reasonably interpreted as alluvial dolines.
Following M.

Sweeting (1973, p 46)

or A. Bogli

(1980, p 61)

alluvial dolines

form when loose surficial material is washed into solution cavities in the
underlying rocks.
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Borehole

WIPP

33

(SNLA

and

USGS,

1981)

encountered

four

cavities

totaling

slightly over 20 feet in the Forty-niner and Magenta Dolomite Members of the
Rustler Formation.

They demon-

These cavities are direct evidence of karst.

strate the relation between alluvial dolines,

negative gravity anomalies and

karst channels in the Rustler Formation .

The surface of the doline at WIPP-33 is floored with loose sand.

There are

matted

leaves

evaporite

crust.

One of the few small arroyos at the site drains into the depression.

and

debris

indicative

of

shallow

A negative gravity anomaly at WIPP 33 was

flooding

but

no

indicated by the regional gravity

Additional reconnaissance high-precision gravity profiles resolved a

survey.

This anom-

0.6 milligal negative anomaly with a double gal£ width of 900 ft.

aly cannot be reasonably attributed to the 44 ft of Holocene fill encountered
The top of the causative body should be at or above 450 ft,

in WIPP 33.

and

the anomaly is too large to be attributed directly to the cavities.

The WIPP gravity survey is a
gravity

in

The

karstlands.

resolve low-amplitude,

classic demonstration of the utility of micro-

a

complex
These

anomalies.

acoustic velocity)
pretation

and

section 3.3).

pattern
are

parameters

were

broad-wavelength anomalies

within the Castile Formation.
revealed

field

of

initially

high-amplitude,
interpreted as

and

are

in

Barrows

resulting

and

It consists of the following elements:
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the survey

short-wavelength

others

negative

from density

alternations in the vicinity of karst channels.
data

to

originating from structures

Instead of the anticipated signals,

presently

preliminary

selected

(in

(and

The interpreparation,

Borehole WIPP 34 is in a normal gravity field.

WIPP 13, WIPP 14,

and WIPP 33 are in negative gravity anomalies.

The depths to

shallow stratigraphic horizons in all the boreholes are normal.

One

of

the

negative

time-structure
Formation

gravity

anomalies

is

coincident

with

a

syncline at the reflection time of the Rustler

(seismic

line

77x2) .

Assuming stratigraphic depths

are normal,

the seismic time-structure syncline can be produced

by

velocity

lateral

Formation.

variations

in

the

overlying

Dewey

Lake

The magnitude of the required velocity variation is

comparable to that indicated by measurements in uphole velocity
surveys at WIPP 13 and WIPP 34.

The density variation implied

by this measured velocity variation is, along with the thickness
of

the

Dewey

Lake

Formation,

sufficient

to

account

for

the

negative gravity anomaly.

Boreholes WIPP 14 and WIPP 33 are in alluvial dolines.

The two

dolines are coincident with negative gravity anomalies.

Gravity interpretations are inherently ambiguous.
large, real, and must originate at shallow depths.

However,

the anomalies are

The boreholes did not en-

counter stratigraphic features which could cause such anomalies,
ation in the vicinity of karst channels is
proposed.

and alter-

the simplest interpretation yet

Microgravity surveys in other karst areas

(Aczi,

1977, and Omnes,

1977) have also detected negative anomalies which are too large to be entirely
due to the cavities .

These are interpreted as partially resulting from rock

alteration near to the channels.
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The morphology of semi-arid environments is normally the product of intermittently

running

features.
a

water.

piedmonts,

and

playas

are

characteristic

The WIPP site has almost no surface runoff and is characterized by

gently-sloping,

windblown

Arroyos,

slightly hummocky plain blanketed with partially stabilized

sand and sand dunes.

WIPP topographic maps

This morphology is

(Bechtel,

1981).

The maps

evident on

the detailed

show numerous

small closed

topographic depressions scattered over the site.

This

lack

of

erosional

morphology

is

not

due

to

inadequate

precipitation.

There are about 12 inches of annual rainfall most of which falls between May
and

October .

Ed .

L.

Reed

and

Associates

(1977)

surface hydrology in the Los Medanos Area.
tribution

of

1.6

inches

and

4

inches

for

provided

a

study

of

the

They indicated an intensity disthe

2

year

and

100

year

(resp.)

recurring 6 hour storms; and 2 inches and 5 inches for the 2 year and 100 year
(resp . )

recurring

24

hour

storms.

using criteria established by
year,

the

They also
U. S .

Soil

calculated

Conservation

anticipated runoff
Service.

The

100

24 hour storm should cause 990 acre feet of runoff from the 30 sq. mile

WIPP site .

Instead of running off,

the precipitation collects

in the small

topographic depressions and rapidly soaks into the ground.

The

absence

of

surface

runoff

is

characteristic

of

a

karstland.

"Mature

karst" has been defined as the stage when subsurface drainage is sufficiently
developed to accommodate nearly all surface runoff (Bogli 1980, p. 47).

Further karst indications can be inferred from the steady-state water balance
equation
Inflow

= Outflow
-9-

Despite its simplicity,

this expression is fundamental to hydrology and must

be satisfied by any model or any part of a model (Ward, 1967, p. 19).

Consider the soil at the WIPP site.

The inflow is simply 1 foot of preci-

pitation per year (Powers and others, 1978, p . 6-4) .

Outflow is split between

percolation to the groundwater system and evapotranspiration.

Insufficient information exists to establish the division between evapotranspiration

and

downward

percolation.

Efficient

evapotranspiration

should be

favored by the semi-arid climate, deep water table and generally dry precursory
conditions.

Percolation to the ground water system should be favored by sparse

vegetation, intense rainstorms, and transmissive soils .

The soils are at least

transmissive enough to allow infiltration of the larger storms.

Geohydrology Associates, Inc.

(1978, p. 48) discussed various studies pertinent

to establishing the percentage of total precipitation that is evapotranspirated .

They needed the value to calculate the water budget at the potash mines

and concluded that 96% evapotranspiration is reasonable.
cribes many surficial karst features in the area .

Their report des-

However, they did not assume

karst hydrology in modeling the groundwater movement.

Assuming 96% evapotranspiration, then 0.04 foot of water per year is added to
the groundwater system.

Further assuming the Rustler aquifers are fifty feet

thick with an average effective porosity of 10% (Powers and others, 1978, p. 622),

then enough water is added to completely refill

years.

-10-

the aquifer every 125

It follows that the groundwater must be removed from the system on an average
of

125

years

(some

faster,

measured parameters

and a

some

Calculations

slower) .

particle-tracking model

for

yield extremely long travel times around 40,000 years

a

based on boreholenonabsorbing tracer
There

(Gonzalez, 1982).

is a basic inconsistency between the two approaches.

Appealing to an evapo-

transpiration efficiency approaching 100% is both unsubstantiated and unnecesIt is subsequently shown that in a karstland boreholes are expected to

sary.

indicate values which are not representative of the area.

The calculated very

long travel times are then both understandable and wrong.

Implications
The WIPP site is reasonably described as a karstland.

Regional karst is evi-

dent in the surface morphology and has been so identified by Morgan
Olive

(1957),

(1976),
6.3.6)
Rustler

G. O.

Bachman

and Gustavson,
Formation

involving
Rustler

Davies

is

halite,

Formation

and LeGrand
(1974,

(1972),

1980,

1981),

Powers

Hoadley and Simpkins
an

example

of

a

gypsum-anhydrite,
is

LeGrand,

evident

from

complex,

and
the

(1981,

Rustler

Stringfield and LaMoreaux
and

others

(1978,

p

130-137).

interstratal,

dolomite.

(1941),

Locally the
blanket

Karstification

isopach,

section

karst

of

the

solution-controlled

anisotropic heterogeneous vugular permeability, the gravity field,

the WIPP 33

cavities, closed topographic depressions, lack of surface run-off, and considerations of a reasonable water balance.

Implications to WIPP follow from the characteristics of karst hydrology.
English literature on karst hydrology is
general conclusions.

limited but adequate

This literature includes two text books

to

The

form some

(Bogli, 1980 and

Milanovic, 1981), a couple of published symposia (Yevjevich, 1976, and Tolson
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and Doyle, 1977)

and several articles.

It should be noted that karst hydro!-

ogy is a newly developed area of research and not much was published in English
before the last half decade .

The hydraulic characteristics of a karstland result primarily from the dissolution

or

corrosion

of

rock.

Secondary

processes

include

the

transport

of

insoluble material through solution conduits and the incasion or collapse of
underground cavities .

The processes are discussed at length in Chapter 14 of

Bogli (1980) .

Karstlands develop in phases.

During the initial phase a hydraulic gradient
Water flows slowly through

forms in a corrodible but unaltered country rock.

interstices and open joints and corrodes or dissolves the rock.
the pathways will be slightly more permeable,
grow faster

than

the other pathways.

As

One or two of

carry slightly more water,

they grow,

and

the hydraulic gradient

decreases and alternate pathways become increasingly inactive .

The end result

is a highly irregular regional network of primary solution conduits within a
larger

volume

containing

generally

inactive

stagnated

secondary

pathways.

Average transmissivities should be highly anisotropic in the direction of the
original gradient (Mandel, 1966, p 5).

The

initial

stage

of karstification

lasts

until

the

subsurface drainage

sufficiently developed to accommodate all of the surface run-off.
land is then defined as "mature"
sion enlarges

the conduits,

drainage springs,

(Bogli, 1980 , p 47).

the water table drops

is

The karst-

During maturity, cerrotowards

the level of the

and the number of springs decreases as the more aggressive

conduits capture increasingly larger proportions of the total flow.

-12-

Finally

in old age the cavities collapse .

In this

sense,

karst development at the

WIPP site should be regarded as mature .

The preceding discussion is independent of the size of the volume considered.
In a karstland, flow through any representative volume is expected to be dominated by a few throughgoing conduits and there should be no spatial scale at
which the average hydraulic properties vary gradationally .
inherent heterogeneity,

continuum models should not apply .

use of an anisotropic continuum for a "fracture flow" model .

Because of this
This includes the
For further dis -

cussion of the physical conditions necessary to use the anisotropic continuum
approximation see Maini, Noorishad , and Sharp (1972, paper Il-E. Sp.).

Another

implication of

the

karstification process

is

that borehole-measured

transmissivities and storativities should not be representative of the area.
A borehole which misses one of the active corrosion conduits should show values
which are much less than the average .

This applies to almost all boreholes in

a karst terrain because the area of active conduits is only a small part of the
total area .
land.

Mandel

Conventional borehole measurement can still be made in a karst(1966, p

6)

notes that even in well developed karstlands there

can be a regular distribution of groundwater potentials and a "cone of depression " around pumping wells .

In this sense , karst may be indistinguishable from

classical porous aquifers.

A karstland can normally , but not always , be subdivided into three hydrologi cal zones based on the position of the water table

(Bogli,

1980 , Ch 6).

The

largely inactive vadose zone includes feeders in which groundwater flows downward towards collecting channels .

The high-water zone is that region which is

alternately flooded and empty, and the phreatic zone remains completely flood- 13-

ed.

All three zones should be present where corrodible rocks extend from depth

to the surface

(e . g. ,

Nash Draw) .

At the WIPP site the corrodible Rustler

Formation is beneath the Dewey Lake Formation and entirely saturated with water
(interstratal phreatic karst) .

When penetrated by wells, water rises several

hundred feet into the relatively impermeable Dewey Lake Formation
artesian aquifer) .

(i . e. ,

an

Other karstlands in which saturated corrodible rocks are

covered by non-soluble formations include the Athabasca carbonate and evaporite
karst in Alberta, Canada (Ozoray, 1977, p 85-98), the partially covered Silver
Springs basin in Florida (Faulkner, 1976, p 137-164) and the Santa Rosa area of
New

Mexico (M. Sweeting, 1973, p 299).

Artesian conditions in karstlands have

been noted along the northern coast of Puerto Rico
in Yugoslavia

(Giusti, 1977, p 149-167),

(Milanovic 1976, p 165-191 and 1977, p 357-358), in portions of

the Silver Springs basin

(Davies and LeGrand, 1972, p.

477),

and the Roswell

Artesian Basin of New Mexico (Davies and LeGrand, 1972, p 502; Bean, 1942).

The velocity of groundwater in a karstland is very irregular.
ch

5)

reviews

the

background and present concepts

zonation by velocity.

of

Milanovic (1981

karst water

and

its

At one extreme are the old and nearly stagnant waters

occupying pores in the remaining unaltered country rock and in abandoned pathways which are no longer part of the primary system .

Bogli (1980, p 82) notes

several occurrences of stagnated karst waters, one of which was dated at 3400
:!:400 yrs .

At the other extreme are the waters in the primary system .

A few

direct velocity observations have been made by speleologists observing the flow
of water along cavern floors. Most velocity measurements are made indirectly by
injecting a tracer into the karst watercourse, usually at a swallow hole, and
observing the arrival at a

spring.

This

"velocity"

is

the linear distance

divided by travel time and does not account for irregularities in the flow path.
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The

measured

tracer

velocities

are,

by

groundwater

standards,

very

fast.

Milanovic (1981, p 135) gives a histogram and discussion of 281 tests conducted in the Dinaric Karst of Yugoslavia .

The measured velocities ranged from

0 . 002 to 55 . 2 em/sec with an average of 5 em/sec .
are 10 to 15 or more kilometers.

Bogli

The linear travel distances

(1980 , p 78 - 79)

reports flow veloci-

ties ranging between a few meters per hour and 1/2 km/hour (0.08 to 14 em/sec) .
Comparable velocities were discussed by the participants in the 1975 U.S.-Yugoslavian

symposium on

pp 170 ' 176' 186-187 '

karst hydrology
240) .

and water

resources

(Yevjevich,

1976,

At a reasonable karst velocity of 1 em/sec water

in the primary system can move 30 km in about one month.

The observed character of karst flow also differ s significantly from more conventional groundwater .
metric gradient.

First, velocity is not proportional to the potentio-

Milanovic

(1981, p 138) gives a plot of the measured tracer

velocities versus the gradient between the end points.

There is no detectable

relation on the plot despite the wide range of both variables .

Bogli

(1980 ,

Ch 5) notes that there is no direct relationship between the velocity of flow
and the gradient .

It follows that models based on a linear or Darcy relation

should not be applied to a karstland .

Second, karst velocities are found to be dependent on surface conditions with
relatively slow movement during the dry season and rapid movement during heavy
rains .

In fully arid climates , permanently static karst water-bodies can be

found (Bogli, 1980, p 85).

This dependency of velocity on surface conditions

results

regimes more

Torbarov

from variable
(1976,

p

121)

flow

than

an

demonstrated at least two ,

increase

the

gradient.

and probably three,

regimes using the decomposition of water recession curves.
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in

The calculated

flow

hydraulic characteristics (i.e., transmissivity and effective porosity) of the
regimes differ.

Further considerations of multiple flow regimes in a karst are

given by Milanovic

(1976,

p

184),

Yevjevich

(1976,

p

213),

Ramljak,

et al

(1976, p 240) and Bogli (1980, Ch 5).

Karst results from the dissolution or corrosion of rock in a complex groundwater

system

chemical

which

is

extremely

irregular

properties

of

karst waters

are

in

both

space

and

time .

correspondingly complex.

The

Faulkner

(1976, p 149) and LeGrand, Stringfield and LaMoreaux (1976, p 44) note chemical
stratification of karst water with generally more dissolved solutes at greater
depths .

Chemical analysis of nine samples from the Puerto Rico karst are given

by Giusti (1977, p 149-167) and for six samples for the Athabasca buried karst
by Ozoray (1977, p. 85-98).

These last two papers illustrate the broad range

of chemical compositions of karst waters .

Further discussion of geochemical

studies are in Thrailkill (1976, paper 34) and Petrik (1976, paper 29) .

Faulkner (1976, p 137-164) reported the analysis of a karst system discharging
at Silver Springs, Florida.

This article may reasonably represent the extent

to which hydraulic analysis can be applied to a complex and largely inaccessible karstland like the WIPP site.

The analysis used flow net techniques to

model the known flow rate from the spring.

Sufficient well data were avail-

able to contour the potentiometric surface.

Recharge was by infiltration of

local rainfall .

Aquifer thickness,

missivities were assumed.
10 3

to

2. 36x10 6

meters

effective porosity,

and isotropic trans-

The flow net analysis indicated transmissivities of
squared per

day

and velocities

between

meters per day, with an average of 2 to 3 meters per day.

0 . 05

to

The author notes

that the calculated velocity approximations must be used with care because of
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23

He also notes

complications due to the presence of solution channels (p 158) .

that while flow net analysis of the freely flowing karst spring yielded results
representative of the basin, conventional pumping tests may necessarily analyze
a small part of the aquifer that is not representative of the larger segment
(p 159) .

Practical problems of waste disposal in a karstland result from the irregular,
very fast movement of contaminated groundwater through open conduits .
who

have

include

identified
LeGrand

Yevjevich

(1976,

paper #31) ,

karstlands

as

(1973),

LeGrand,

p 220),

Turk

Preka

(1976,

unreliable

Stringfield

waste
and

LaMoreaux

(1976, paper #30 and p

paper #32) ,

Faulkner

disposal

(1976,

861),
p

Authors

environments

(1976,

p

Pokrajcic

859) ,

Petrik

32),
(1976,
(1976,

p 860), Corovic (1976, p 860, p 862), Vineyard (1976, p 861), Herak and Stringfield

(1972, p

515), Milanovic

(1981, p 3),

Richter

(1977, p

305),

Sandlein

and Palmquist (1977, p 323), and Davies and LeGrand (1972, p 480), Malatino and
Lloyd (1977, p 307).

Conclusions
The WIPP site is regionally and locally a karstland.
Representative hydraulic characteristics cannot be measured at boreholes.
Continuum models should not be used to establish minimum flow times.
This includes the use of an anisotropic continuum approximation of
fracture flow.
Flow in the Rustler Formation is expected to be highly irregular in
both space and time, through open channels with a minimum of filtration, and (under the right weather conditions) extremely fast.
The Rustler Formation is not a reliable barrier to the migration of
contaminated water.
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POTENTIAL FLOW PATHS FROM THE WIPP SITE
TO THE ACCESSIBLE ENVIRONMENT

by Richard Hayes Phillips, Ph.D.
and David T. Snow, Ph.D.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico, is intended for the
permanent disposal of radioactive waste from nuclear weapons production. The WIPP site
was selected in 1974. It is now 1997, and the Department of Energy (DOE) still does not
know the position of the water table, the flow paths of Rustler groundwater, or where the
Rustler groundwater discharges. Without an understanding of such basic hydrologic
parameters, "knowledge about the site is incomplete." (EEG-61, 1996). If completed early
in the WIPP investigations, a study of near-surface hydrology would have revealed vital
information.
The water table represents the top of the saturated zone. At the WIPP site, the water table
"is believed to be in the Dewey Lake Redbeds." (EEG-61, 1996, p. 2-6). DOE has collected
data on the hydraulic heads of Culebra groundwater from 35 test wells at the WIPP site and
vicinity. According to DOE, contour maps of these water levels "suggest" that Culebra
groundwater at WIPP flows to the south (SEIS, 1996, p. 4-20). DOE concludes that
groundwater flow in Nash Draw "is unrelated to groundwater at WIPP," (SEIS, 1996,
p. 4-18), and "that the Culebra probably discharges into the Pecos River" at Malaga Bend
(EEG-61, 1996, p. 2-7). If the position of the water table is "believed," and the groundwater
flow path is "suggested," and the groundwater discharge point is "probable," then little is
known for certain, and all the risk assessments based upon modeling of radionuclide
migration through an assumed groundwater flow path are without foundation.
Groundwater flows occur in a conduit, such as an aquifer, according to its hydraulic
conductivity and the gradient of the hydraulic potential (heads) acting in that conduit.
Since heads in an aquifer can be measured readily by measuring the water surface in
cased wells penetrating an aquifer, the gradient is commonly determined from the
spacing of the contours drawn to describe the potentiometric surface from a number of
such piezometers. Such has been the work done for 30 years, in attempts to understand
flow in the Culebra dolomite.
If the Culebra were isolated, above and below, by impervious aquicludes, and the water
were supplied and discharged at its edges, the piezometric work might have been adequate
for predicting flow paths. It has been recognized (Corbet and Knupp, 1996) that recharge
occurs by infiltration through overlying strata, but flow models have assumed uniform
areal recharge and smoothly-varying hydraulic conductivity for lateral flow in the aquifer.
Had some work been done to assess the local variation of such recharge, more effective
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understanding of localized flow controls in the Culebra, as well as the Dewey Lake
Redbeds, would have ensued. DOE chose to neglect warnings that the system does not
vary smoothly. Because the Rustler and the Dewey Lake are karstic, the flows are probably
dominated by a small number of very conductive horizontal and vertical conduits.
One type of piezometric surface is the water table, depicted as the surface of uppermost
saturated rock, having atmospheric pressure. If the piezometric surface for a buried
aquifer, like the Culebra, lies below the water table for rocks above it, such as the Dewey
Lake, a gradient exists across the strata tending to develop recharge. If they coincide, there
is either no recharge since there is no gradient, or there may be great recharge if the interval
has such high hydraulic conductivity in the vertical direction that vertical flows take place
with a minimal vertical gradient. Such distinctions need to be made at the WIPP site, but
because the hydrology of the units overlying the Culebra has been neglected, there is no
detailed knowledge of the shallow water table or the heterogeneities of the Dewey Lake
and other units.
At a sinkhole, such as WIPP-33, the water table (first water encountered in a drill hole)
must coincide with the Culebra potentiometric surface. At WIPP-33 a nested sequence of
five caverns, one in Dewey Lake siltstone, two in Forty-Niner gypsum, and two in
Magenta dolomite, was found during drilling. Rapid surface inflow during the rainstorm
of September 18-19, 1985 proved the existence of a vertical conduit connecting these
caverns, of such dimensions as to provide rapid, concentrated recharge to the Rustler
aquifer. If adjacent Dewey Lake rocks are undissolved, a well located there might disclose
a water table higher than the Culebra piezometric surface, the difference implying that a
gradient is required to produce slow recharge because of low vertical conductivity. It is
still important to the WIPP project that a comprehensive program be undertaken to study
the shallow water table, the heterogeneities of vertical conductivity, and the implications
for Rustler flow.
WIPP is a disturbed site. Previously existing exploratory boreholes for oil, gas and potash,
and the WIPP boreholes and test wells themselves, all requiring casings through the
Rustler, have affected hydraulic head distribution in the Rustler. WIPP monitoring wells
have experienced sharp rises in water levels. Between 1988 and 1993, water levels in the
Culebra dolomite generally rose from 4 to 30 feet (EEG-62, 1996). These water level rises
were said to be "strongly correlated with a nearby salt water disposal well operated by the
oil and gas industry." (EEG-61, 1996). Subsequent measurements are unreliable, as
graphically illustrated by DOE's annual mapping of the changing Culebra potentiometric
surface (ASER, 1992-1995, Figure 7-3). For purposes of long-term prediction, what is
needed is a record of the primitive conditions (Snow, 1994).
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The best record we have of the Rustler potentiometric surface prior to disturbance by
WIPP shafts and boreholes is given in Mercer and Orr (1977, Figure 23). This map shows
a southwesterly gradient from Forty-Niner Ridge to the Salt Lake (Laguna Grande de la
Sal) at the lower end of Nash Draw. Hunter (1985) also produced maps of the Rustler
potentiometric surface. These maps also show a southwesterly gradient through Nash
Draw to Laguna Grande de la Sal (Phillips, 1987, Figure 75).
One of the most compelling arguments for prevalent flow paths to Nash Draw, as opposed
to Malaga Bend, is the water balance. The surface area of Laguna Grande de la Sal is so
large (2,120 acres, or 9.23 x 107 ft2 in natural extent), and net evaporation rates are so high
(4.38 ft/yr), that the Rustler flow discharging to Laguna Grande and evaporated by the lake
must be an order of magnitude greater (4.40 x 108 ft3 /yr) than the incremental flow
discharging to the Malaga Bend reach of the Pecos River (6.56 x 107 ft3 /yr) (Phillips, 1987,
pp. 219-222, 232-235, revised) . Further, the Malaga Bend brine springs have geochemistry
more consistent with the "brine aquifer" at the top of the Salado, while Laguna Pequefia,
which flows into Laguna Grande, has geochemistry more consistent with the gypsum
and dolomite aquifers of the Rustler (Phillips, 1987, pp. 242-248). Laguna Pequefia is the
single, most copious discharging point for the Rustler (Phillips, 1987, pp. 227-231), and most
flow paths must be directed there from WIPP, as from elsewhere in the watershed.
The DOE assumes a southerly flow path from the WIPP site to the brine springs at Malaga
Bend on the Pecos River, bypassing Laguna Grande. This flow path would have obvious
advantages for the DOE: it is 20 miles from the WIPP site boundary to Malaga Bend along
this path, compared to 12.5 miles to Laguna Grande as the crow flies; it runs through areas
of low Culebra conductivity for up to 7.85 miles from the WIPP site boundary; and it
bypasses Nash Draw.
DATA FOR DOE FLOW PATH FROM WIPP SITE TO MALAGA BEND
test
well
H-11
H-17
H-12
H-9
H-8

distance conductivity head
(ft)
(mi)
(ft/day)
0.79
3.00
7.85
12.27

1.7
.009
.007
7.7
0.59

2995
2995
2998
2975
2991

TDS
(mg/1)

NaCl
(mg/1)

CaS04
(mg/1)

110000
151000
1230000
3040
2710

92650
N.D.
112100
345
85

7620
N.D .
8030
2460
2420

The geochemistry of Culebra water is inconsistent with southerly flow from the WIPP site.
Dissolved halite (sodium and chloride) decreases by a factor of 1300 along the assumed
flow path, and the principal mineral constituents change to gypsum (calcium and sulfate).
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More importantly, the geochemistry is inconsistent with the concept of the Culebra
dolomite as a confined aquifer, bounded above and below by impermeable layers, and
containing only fossil water left over from the Ice Ages. Siegel and Anderholm (1994)
state that "no plausible geochemical process has been identified that would cause this
transformation in a hydrologically confined unit." According to Chapman (1989), the
only plausible mechanism is rainwater recharge. DOE has yet to present a flowpath
that is consistent with the geochemistry.
Dissolved sodium and chloride in Culebra groundwater are given in Table 1. When
these levels are plotted on a map [Figure 1], and contour lines are drawn, it is shown that
the concentration of dissolved halite groundwater decreases steadily from east to west
across the WIPP site. This should demonstrate that Rustler groundwater is not old, and
that fresh water recharge is occurring. Water saturated with halite, incapable of
dissolving significantly more halite, contains approximately 318,000 mg/1 of dissolved
sodium and chloride (EEG-31, 1985). Within one mile of the WIPP site, the highest
reliable measurements of dissolved halite in Culebra groundwater, at test well H-5b,
range from 124,100 to 139,000 mg/1, well below saturation.
In the Rustler Formation, there has been extensive dissolution of halite across the WIPP site.
This interpretation is supported by Powers et al. (1978), Gibbons and Ferrall (1980), Barrows
(1982), Borns et al. (183), Barrows et al. (1983), Mercer (1983), Lambert (1983), Chaturvedi
and Rehfeldt (1984), Bachman (1984), Snyder (1985), Chaturvedi and Channell (1985),
Lowenstein (1987), Chapman (1988), Brinster (1991), and Anderson (1994) . An isopach map
of the Rustler Formation (Borns et al., 1983, Figure 2-25) shows a westward thinning of the
Rustler from 460 feet at P-18, 0.86 miles east of the WIPP site, to 277 feet at WIPP-33, 0.54
miles west of the WIPP site. Borehole data show a downward and eastward progression of
dissolution in the Rustler (Barrows, 1982), first and most extensively from the Forty-Niner
member, then from the Tamarisk member, and finally from the lower unnamed member
only in the west. The Magenta and Culebra dolomite members are disrupted and fractured
as halite is removed from beneath them; as a result they become more transmissive to
groundwater, which in turn accelerates the process of dissolution. The process "feeds upon
itself." (Snyder, 1985).

When the progression of halite dissolution is plotted on a map, along with the distribution
of salinity in Culebra groundwater [Figure 2], it is shown that some test wells contain
dissolved halite in Culebra groundwater where there is no halite in the Rustler. These wells
(e.g. H-6, P-14, WIPP-25, WIPP-26) are located west of the Rustler" dissolution front." If
groundwater is supposed to be flowing from north to south, as DOE contends, how then
did dissolved halite appear in these test wells? It could not have come from the brine
aquifer at the top of the Salado salt formation, because its hydraulic head is less than that of
the Culebra at all four of these wells [Table 2] . There is no halite in the Rustler to the north
and west of these wells. There is halite in the Rustler only to the east, which requires a
westerly component to groundwater flow.
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TABLE 1: LOWEST RELIABLE MEASUREMENTS
OF MINERAL CONSTITUENTS IN CULEBRA GROUDNW ATER
well

TDS

NaCl

CaS04

H-1
H-2
H-3
H-4
H-5
H-6
H-7
H-8
H-9
H-10
H-11
H-12
H-14
H-16
H-18
P-14
P-15
P-17
P-18
WIPP-13
WIPP-19
WIPP-25
WIPP-26
WIPP-27
WIPP-28
WIPP-29
WIPP-30
DOE-1
DOE-2
Engle

30,000
8,890
51,700
18,200
135,000
52,000
3,200
2,710
3,040
66,000
110,000
123,000
18,100
36,000
24,000
24,200
23,700
81,200
118,000
65,500
65,800
17,000
16,000
126,000
56,000
239,000
109,000
111,000
57,800
3,000

21,400
4,835
39,700
11,860
124,100
45,300
560
85
345
57,000
92,650
112,100
12,005
28,000
18,800
18,100
17,900
71,400
89,200
57,500
57,750
13,400
11,800
116,000
51,000
219,000
101,000
101,900
50,200
357

8,180
3,303
5,960
4,180
1,170
4,620
2,490
2,420
2,460
7,200
7,620
8,030
3,240
7,590
4,680
4,500
3,970
6,700
6,580
6,400
8,030
3,320
3,500
7,000
4,400
13,810
6,150
7,260
6,210
2,450

Sources: Mercer, 1983 (USGS-WRI 83-4016, Table 8); Ramey, 1985 (EEG-31);
Chapman, 1988 (EEG-39); Lappin et al., 1989 (SAND 89-0462, Table 3-12);
DOE/CAO 1996-2184, Appendix USDW, Table USDW-2;
Annual Site Environmental Reports, 1992-1995.
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